Leica ULTRA Advanced Underground Utility Locator

Ex-Demo Sale $8,750 incl. GST

This offer includes

Leica ULTRA Locator - Advanced
- User configurable modes from 50 Hz to 200 kHz; Choose from 100 pre-selected frequencies or customise your own frequencies
- Large backlit high visibility LCD screen
- Compass - Shows the user the direction of the utility they are locating / tracing
- Bluetooth – Enables to control frequencies on the transmitter, and also the wireless communications with software running on survey field PC or other GPS enabled device
- IP65 protection; Fulfils toughest standards - shock resistant, protected against water and dust ingress

Leica ULTRA Transmitter - Standard
- 5 Watt transmitter power outputs for superior tracing performance

Leica ULTRA RFID Marker Balls Locator
- To undertake the practical assessment of the DBYD locator certification the attendee is required to bring a multiple frequency locator that can locate Telco & sewer passive marker/Transponder marker at a minimum. Gas & water also recommended

Accessories
- Leica ULTRA 5” Multi Clamp
- System bag, Leica branded

Warranty
- Standard 1-year

Optional items
- Leica ULTRA Transmitter – Advanced 12 Watt can be offered
- C.R. Kennedy offers an annual depth verification service

Only 4 units available at a this very special price.